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Alchemy symbols elements

Once you've learned these symbols of alchemy, you can impress all your friends with your new knowledge. Alchemy was a medieval form of chemistry practiced throughout Europe, Africa and Asia. Alkemists studied the reactions that were made when they were in contact with each other. The main objective was to convert base metals into precious metals (mainly gold). If you are
interested in learning more about chemicals, these symbols of alchemy will teach you about change, creation and unification. Alchemy symbols Air Vertical triangle with horizontal bar represents without element (it is inverted by the earth symbol). This symbol is associated with colors blue, white and gray. It is also related to heat and wet. Antimony Antimony is a lustful grey
metalloid. In addition to these two symbols, the wolf sometimes symbolizes antimony because it represents the free spirit or animal nature of man. Arsenic Arsenic represents change. It is a known poison that can turn physical appearance into a tox. The bismuth Bismuth symbol looks like an 8 with the top cut off. Little is known about this element, but it was confused by tin and
lead until the 18th century. Copper copper joined the planet Venus, which was connected to the goddess of love. Because of this, copper is sometimes represented by the same symbol as the female. The earth Downward triangle with a horizontal bar in the center represents an element of the earth. It is associated with colors green and brown. It is also related to cold and drought.
Fire The Simple Triangle is a symbol of the element of fire, since the shape looks like a flame or a fire. This symbol is associated with the colors of red and orange. It is also related to heat and drought. It's considered masculine. Gold Gold symbol is stylized sun. Gold represented physical, spiritual, and spiritual perfection. Iron iron is the most common element in the world. It has
the same symbol as the male symbol. It is also a symbol associated with the planet Mars. The lead is soft and customizable at a low melting point. It's the first and oldest of the seven metals. Its symbol was related to the planet Saturn. Magnesium Once the magnesium is ignited, magnesium is difficult to turn off. That's why it represents eternity, infinite flame and hensio. Mercury
Mercury, also known as quicksilver or hydrargyrum, represents life force. It also represents a state that can transcend death or land. Philosopher's Stone This symbol represents the philosopher's stone, which is a legendary substance. Legend has it that it had to be able to turn into basic gold. It was also thought of as the elixir of life that could cause immortality. Phosphorus When
Venus glowed brightly at dawn, it was called phosphorus. This is because phosphorus seemed to be able to hold the light and appears to glow green in the dark. Platinum considered platinum to be an amalgam of silver (moon) and gold (sun), which is why the symbol is a combination of the moon and the sun. Potassium carbonate Potassium carbonate is a white salt that
dissolves in water. It constitutes a strongly alkaline solution. Alkemists sometimes call it tartar salt. Salt salt has its own symbol because it is essential for life. In alchemy, it represents condensation, crystallization and nature. Silver These symbols represent silver, which is one of the seven base metals. It's considered feminine and has something to do with the moon. Therefore, it
represents intuition, inner wisdom and meditation. Rikki Rikki represents evaporation and dissolument. In addition to mercury and salt, it forms the three starting points of alchemy, which can also be considered three points of the triangle. It had to do with heat, drought and masculinity. Tin Tin joins the planet Jupiter. It's considered a breath of life. Since it is a catalyst, tin also
teaches a philosophical lesson that something standing alone is weaker than if combined with another symbol element of alchemy. Water The opposite of fire, this symbol is an upturned triangle. It represents air and resembles a cup or glass. It has to do with the blue color. It is also associated with wet and cold. It's considered feminine. Zinc This is a symbol of zinc that is
chemically similar to magnesium. Alkemists sometimes call it the wool of philosophers. The German-Swedish chemist used many alchemical symbols. (H.T. Scheffer, Chemiske forelasningar, Upsalla, 1775) Alchemy is a philosophy and natural science that preses the modern science of chemistry. The word alchemy comes from the Arabic word al-kima. Al kimia is the name of an
ancient Egyptian process used to sweeten Philospher's Stone or Elixir. Originally, kima came from coptic work KHEM, which could refer to either the mystery of the first matter in the universe or the fertile black soil of the Nile Delta. Alchemy is before understanding atoms and elements, but alchemist knew that different substances had unique properties. In the 17th century,
alkemists developed symbols to identify various materials. These symbols had to be secret because alkemists were persecuted. There are several symbols for each element. Most of the current symbols were developed by the great alchemist of the time. Elements of alchemy contain chemical elements such as gold, silver and iron. They also included other substances such as
land, air, fire and water. In eastern cultures, metal and wood were also elements. Here are some of the most common symbols of alchemy and their meanings: a symbol of earth alchemy Symbol Alchemy for an element of Earth. The symbols of earth, air, fire and water were quite uniform among alkemists. Every symbol is a triangle. Down pointing to the ground crossed by the
horizontal bar. The characteristics of the ground are green or brown colors. The Greek philosopher Plato also likened the properties to cold and dry land. Air Alchemy SymbolAlchemy symbol for Air element. The symbol of air or wind is a vertical triangle crossed by a horizontal bar. The air symbol was attached to the colors blue, white or grey (usually white). Plato believed that the
air had the properties of hot and wet, making the air the opposite of earth. Fire Alchemy SymbolAlchemy symbol for The Element of Fire. Fire is one of the easiest symbols of alchemy to remember, because the vertical triangle resembles a fire or flame. The fire symbol represents colors red and orange. It also symbolizes a male or masculine character. The plate was associated
with the fire with the properties of dry and hot. Water Alchemy Symbol Alchemy symbol Water.In an element of alchemy, the opposite of fire is water. The reverse triangle symbol is easy to remember because it resembles a glass or cup. Naturally, the water symbol is associated with a blue color. The symbol means female or feminine nature. Plato alone for the wet and cold
properties of the water symbol. The fifth ElementWood is the fifth element in Chinese alchemy. Standard elements of earth, air, fire and water, but many alkemists also used the fifth element. This element varied, but can contain metal, wood or a man. For example, in the Chinese Wu Xing philosophy, wood means spring, east, green color, and planet Jupiter.Philosopher's rock
alchemy symbol square circle or square a circle.'Alchemists tend to convert one element of each other, such as lead into gold. The philosopher's stone was said to be changing the base metals into precious metals. It was also called the elixir of life and was believed to be capable of producing immortality. The symbol of the philosopher's stone was a square circle. The symbol
indicates the method of preparing the stone, in which the four main elements are incorporated in just the right way. Salt Alchemy SymbolSalt (NaCl) is a compound and not a chemical element, but alchemisms could not know it. Salt, sulfur and mercury formed the tria prima of alchemy or three primitives. Three primes could be presented as triangle dots. Salt represented the
essence of the substance, as early scientists identified it as living as a necessary nutrient. The symbol of salt also represented condensation or crystallization processes. The symbol of sulphur alchemy The sulfur symbol represented an element that occurred in its pure form. In Tria Prima, sulfur represented a liquid that combines salt and mercury, or middle space between high
and low. It also represented dissolution and evaporation processes. Mercury Alchemy SymbolMercury's symbol represented a liquid metal element called quicksilver or hydrargyrum (origin of the modern symbol Hg). Many alchemy symbols for the elements were also associated with Heavenly bodies. The symbol of the element also means a fast-moving planet Mercury.In tria
prima, mercury represented life force. It symbolizes a state that transcends death or the world. Copper alchemy symbol Reddish metal element copper went with many symbols. Alchemical eskaalis were associated with copper on the planet Venus. The woman's symbol was one common symbol for the element and the planet. Silver alchemy symbol The most common symbol of
alchemy for silver is the crescent moon. The symbol was also used to refer to the actual moon. However, many other symbols were used. Silver had to do with cleanliness. Gold Alchemy SymbolSilver represented the moon, while gold joined the sun. Most versions of the golden alchemy symbol depict a circular sun, often surrounded by a circle of rays. In alchemy, gold
represented yellow metals and also spiritual, physical, and spiritual perfection. The iron alchemy symbolMetallirauta joined the planet Mars and the masculine side of nature. Although one common iron symbol is an arrow pointing right or up, another generic symbol contains a circle. Until today, this character remains a symbol of a man. Tin Alchemy SymbolTin was a common
silver metal and likely mixed with other non-precious metals. Its symbol took many forms, including numbers 4 and 7 and the letter Z.Arsenic Alchemy SymbolArsenic was known as poison, even during the alchemist period. One element symbol is S or stylized swan. Cygnets dramatically change their shape into elegant white birds. As a metalloid, arsenic also changes shapes or
allotropes. Other symbols in arseny include interconnected triangles and a cross connected to two circles. Antimony Alchemy Symbol for Antimony has two common symbols. The second is a circle with a cross on top. One's a square on the edge, like a diamond. Antimoni represented the animal nature or free spirit of mankind, so it was sometimes demonstrated by a stylized
image of a wolf. Platinum Alchemy SymbolJalometalliplatina was believed to be a silver alloy (moon) and gold (sun). So most symbols in the element connect the crescent to the solar circle. Lead alchemy symbol The metal wire was known as plumbum, which is the initial symbol Pb. Several symbols were used in lead. Lead was associated with the planet Saturn, so sometimes
the element and the planet have a common symbol. Phosphorus Alchemy Symbol Phosphorus is an element that oxidizes in the air to glow green in the dark. Naturally, alkemists wondered how the substance could produce light. Early experimenters are further fascinated by phosphorus because it has the ability to smoke in the air. Although the planet Venus was often associated
with copper when the body glowed bright just before dawn, it was called phosphorus. There are several symbols for the element. Some contain a triangle, while others are simple arcs. Bismuth Alchemy Symbol Not all alchemisms worked with bismuths. A few examples of its appears in the texts. It is depicted as an open image of eight or a circle with a circle on top. Potassium
alchemy Symbol Alchemists used potassium as potash, a potassium carbonate compound. The typical symbol contained a rectangle or an open box that resembles a goalpost. Zinc Alchemy SymbolZinc was known as alchemisms in the form of a philosopher's wool or nix alba (white snow). This was a compound of zinc oxide. Although there are a few different symbols for zinc,
many of them resemble the letter Z. Magnesium Alchemy Symbol Such as zinc, metallic magnesium appeared in compounds rather than as a pure native. Alkemists used magnes albania, which was magnesium carbonate (MgCO3). Ancient Egyptian symbols of alchemy These are Egyptian symbols of alchemy. From leniency metals in Egyptian carvings, 1860.Although European
alchemical symbols are most familiar, alchemy was studied in other parts of the world. These alkemists used different symbols. For example, symbols in Egypt are hieroglyphs instead of letters. References Franklyn, Julian and Frederick E. Budd (2001). Occult research. The e-book company. p. 28-30. ISBN 1-84327-087-0.Holmyard, Eric John (1995). Alchemy. Dover publications.
ISBN:978-0486262987.Lau, Theodora (2005). Manual of Chinese horoscopes. Souvenir press, London.Related messages
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